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Chairman's Chatter
By Pete Moors

 Well guys here we are at the end of another year, Congratulations and a
Happy Birthday to Dorset Coppice Group in its 10th anniversary year.
As usual last winter was taken up in the restoration, of the block, of over stood
hazel adjacent to the car park, followed by our Beanpole Day. The show season
also kicked in with the excellent BARK festival in  Shaftsbury, this show was
attended by no less than 11 of our members as exhibitors and demonstrators. It
was a superb weekend and they are hoping to put it on bi-annually, good luck to
them. I personally attended 13 shows this year accompanied by lots of our
members and by the Wood Fair at Larmer Tree gardens I was feeling a bit showed
out. The Oak Fair at Stock Gaylard was its usual excellent day out and again was
well attended by our members. The added attraction here was the exhibition of
work by 58 makers using wood from one oak tree that had been felled at the
previous years show. It was quite fascinating to see the range of products that
were there. I believe that attending all these shows not only provides us with a
' shop window' for our products but also gives the group a good amount of
publicity. Our last public event of the year was our ' Taster Day' which was very
successful and raised about £1100 for the group. It was attended by 30 members
of the public, and I would like to thank everyone involved in the day for making it
go so smoothly. It was nice having good weather for the day.

 I have also been representing the group at the ' Woodlinks' meetings and the
' Chalk and Cheese' and ' Sowing Seeds' LAG meetings. As you probably know we
submitted a bid with the ' Woodlinks' bid but this was withdrawn after it was
realised that the Executive were not willing to fund all of the project. This
unfortunately means that Mandy is no longer being paid, but she has agreed to
carry on voluntarily in a some what reduced role. Once again I would like to
thank her on everyone's behalf for all her sterling work over the years that she has
been with us. The board will continue to try and raise further funding. To ease the
load a bit Mandy Staple and Paul Brayshaw have taken over production of the
newsletter and Vicki Woodbridge is going to take over the shows so please direct
articles and show enquiries to them.

 “Now is the time for all good men to come to the aid of the party” is  a
phrase which believe it or not started out as a typing exercise that has been
plagiarised by many people, notably politicians. I would now like to use that same
expression in connection with the group. As I mentioned earlier this year was our
10th anniversary and is time to reflect on the previous years and to look ahead to



An Acute Problem
By George Darwall

A friend who’s recently joined the Group needed a billhook. I steered him away
from the soft-steel offerings of the average Garden Centre and he sought out that
endangered species, an old fashioned ironmonger. This latter duly obliged with
the same pattern of spar hook that I use myself. Just one problem: it came from
the shop quite unfit for immediate use. He could probably have sat down ginger-
ly on the “edge” without injury. I advised him that if he tried to get it into shape
with a whetstone he’d literally wear out both that and his patience before he’d
taken off the offending shoulder of steel. The tool needed grinding. An electrical-
ly-driven emery wheel would do it in a shower of sparks, but without immense
care risked burning the edge and spoiling the temper before he’d ever used the
hook. What he needed was an old fashioned hand-wound (or treadle) water-lu-
bricated grindstone.

It so happens that I have one, though alas the wooden frame has collapsed and
I’ve yet to find time to make another. But in any case mine wouldn’t be ideal: a
cylindrical stone 4 inches broad without a radius to the edge is great for plane
irons, but won’t get into the inner radius of a hook. Our friendly local thatcher
agreed with my analysis of the problem but couldn’t help: he was still using the
spar hook a retiring predecessor had given him during his apprenticeship and
was immune to the problems of buying a new one. I chatted up a blacksmith: he
would use an emery wheel, temper the tool, and fit the haft ... in that order! Plen-
ty of sympathy, but as yet no relief.

In the short term, is there a member out there with a grindstone who could help?
The permanent solution is obvious, we should have one in the shed at Bonsley as
a communal facility. So if anybody hears of one for sale at a reasonable price
please let me or Pete Moors know. I recently called in at a yard selling
“bygones”. A few years ago there’d been rows of grindstones, all since sold as
“garden features”. We could do with a law to allow anybody to nick a working
tool off a pub wall without prosecution, provided he can demonstrate as a de-
fence that he himself intended to it!

the future. So to that end I would like to ask you, the members what you think
should happen in the future. Has anyone any good ideas for fund raising or
improving the way we operate. Please give any ideas, to any of the board members.

 Well now I think I have rambled on for long enough and would just like to
wish all our members the compliments of the season and a successful and
prosperous New Year.



By Rachel Huggett

It is amazing how even pea sticks can turn into practical works of art. In August,
Poole Leisure Services asked me to run a workshop for children at a Fun Day
event at Hamworthy. “Something with a water theme” was the broad criteria.

Remembering the pea sticks still languishing at Bonsley from the spring, I won-
dered if it would be possible to use them to make some sort of boat that the chil-
dren could build themselves. With Nick’s help we devised a child-friendly way to
make a half-boat, half-raft that, with the addition of a paper or leaf sail, would
actually float without falling over.

At Hamworthy, they provided us with a gazebo and 4 tables for our workshop
and we filled a up a paddling pool with water and put it just outside so the chil-
dren could test out their boats on the water (this was also to prevent them from
trying them out on the water at Hamworthy bay and potentially falling in and
drowning themselves).

The workshop was such a success we were actually swamped (excuse pun) with
eager participants. Many parents made boats too. Nick was kept busy drilling
holes into the hazel base for the mast to go in. I was running around helping the
children lash the twine to the hazel and sawing up yet more blanks for the base. 2
hours into this 4 -hour workshop we completely ran out of hazel. Nick dashed
back to get the rest of the pea sticks that we had thought were in excess and we
ran out of everything again a few minutes before the end of the event.  There
were more that 170 children (and adults) who made a boat! We were told that it
was the most popular event at the Fun Day, which was great to hear in spite of
our advanced state of exhaustion. However, the main satisfaction came from be-
ing able to provide an event that was solely based on hazel from our coppice.



By Pete & Jilly Snelson

A few years ago the Dry-Stone Walling Association ran a limerick competition.
Some of them are hilarious, although you need to know a bit about walling i.e.
terms etc. to really appreciate them.

They then put all these limericks together into a booklet which they sold for a few
pounds, with a bit of info at the back about terminology, the history of walling
etc.

Pete and I wondered if the Coppice Group could do something similar, albeit on
a slightly smaller scale.

We are asking you to get your thinking caps on and send in your  own contribu-
tions, say on the theme of traditional countryside crafts and if there are enough
sent in, put them together into a little booklet to sell at shows.

I have typed up three examples from the DSWA booklet (guess which one Pete
and I submitted)  and then some I  threw together the last year.

A ‘green’ lady waller called Molly
Liked to top all her walls off with holly.

At Yuletide she was cheered
By spring it seemed weird

And in summer she just looked a wally !

A Somerset waller called Pete
Was known for his walling so neat;

In hamstone or lias
He showed no marked bias

That Somerset waller called Pete.

A thatcher from out in the sticks
Could put on a roof in two ticks;

But his spars were too old
And would never quite hold

So he’s always in need of a fix.



Limericks Continued...
A man named Prickly Pete

Laid a blackthorn hedge real neat;
The pleachers were strong
With crooks that were long

‘Cor, proper job’ said Prcikly Pete.

There once was a man known as Roger
Who plied his trade as a bodger;

But the legs that he made
On a traditional pole lathe

Were so thin they would never quite hold yer !

If  lots  of the members  had a go at this I think there would be scope for a really
good, funny booklet, which could raise a bit of money for us  at shows.

Bonsley Wood Tasks 2009-2010
Restoration of over stood hazel coppice

The block is adjacent to the car park on the right if you are walking towards the
charcoal kiln

1. Cut hazel stools. Please place brash over stools, extract firewood/ charcoal
wood, any usable sunshoots and any wood useful for fence posts. Don’t forget
other useful products like walking stick blanks, beanpoles and pea sticks. They all
have a value and if you can’t use them someone else can. If possible leave some
vigorous young shoots for layering to improve stool density. Leave brash in lines
to leave easy access for horses to extract wood and ensure good light to the
woodland floor for regeneration.
2.  Thin standard ash and silver birch trees. Leave a mixture of ages of trees and
leave hawthorn, holly, and any other trees to provide a good bio-diversity.
3.   Cut fence posts to length 6’ 6’’ and point ends.
4.  Fence in the block. There is some plastic fencing behind the shoots hut.
5.  After extraction of the timber and firewood layer the remaining shoots to
improve stool density.

In cycle coppice.
This block is adjacent to the dead oak tree that Jamie has been carving.
1. Cut hazel stools and trim out wood. Place brash over stools.
2. Layer some branches around the stools to fill in  any gaps.
3. Fence in the block to protect against browsing animals.



DCG Boards reply to the letter in Coppice Cuts about the setting
up of a National Federation of Coppice Workers

We represent a group of over 60 members, some of whom will doubtless have replied
individually to the recent questionnaire. When the nation-wide responses are analysed
it will be important to set them into context. “What should an NFCW do?” cannot sen-
sibly be answered without considering “What is being done already?” and “How
would an NFCW relate to existing organisations such as Dorset’s?” Of crucial impor-
tance is “What is best done at local, and at national, level respectively?”  It does not
necessarily follow that because a coppice worker perceives a particular issue to be of
primary importance, a nationally-based (and perhaps remote!) organisation would be
best placed to address it.

We reflect Ernst Schumaker’s Small is Beautiful philosophy by managing woodland
sustainably to make products from small scale timber from small trees over small time
scales. We use small machinery (if any) and have small impact when harvesting raw
materials. Our associated businesses are typically very small - often single person -
with small overheads serving small, local areas. Coppicing in its strict sense is the
classic approach to woodland management as above, but not the only one: we have
more in common with a basket maker who happens to pollard his willow, or a char-
coal burner who selectively fells natural regeneration, than an agribusiness planting
short-rotation willow coppice to be harvested mechanically for a wood-burning power
station.

Dorset’s coppiced  woodland consists mainly of hazel, historically reflecting the mas-
sive demand for sheep hurdles and thatching spars for roofs and ricks. Some of these
outlets will never recur and many of the county’s woods are therefore over-stood and
neglected. In seeking to restore them our members have adapted traditional crafts to
create new markets. Their activities, crafts and products include: tree surgery, wood-
land management, hedge laying, horse logging and mobile saw-milling; wood-turning
and carving,  stick dressing and other artistic activities; spars, wattle hurdles (usually
for garden fencing), rustic and greenwood furniture, rush seating, charcoal, besom
brooms, hay rakes, tent pegs, logs, kindling wood, beanpoles, pea-sticks and faggots.
In some cases we are helping to keep alive ancient skills that form part of our rural
heritage and which could easily be lost to posterity.

Our motto is “a wood that pays is a wood that stays”. To us woodland management is
the harvesting of a valuable resource in a sustainable way in order to earn money (and
frequently a living). This benefits both the economy and, of far greater importance, the



environment. The wildlife that abounds in existing coppices is only there because it
has at the very least tolerated, and frequently relied on, management undertaken with a
commercial motive. So bio diversity is a crucially important by-product of what we
do, not the end in itself. Idealistic “conservation coppicing” aimed at creating bio di-
versity without exploitation of the material harvested cannot be ideal: it is unnecessar-
ily wasteful and there will never be enough money and manpower to practise it
widely.

It is not easy these days to earn a living as a woodsman. Those who attempt it need all
the help they can get and the marketing trump card is green. Part-timers are not under
the same financial pressure, but they still benefit from encouragement and support if
they are to get established. Encouraging people to buy woodland products from local
sustainable sources (and perhaps to become woodsmen themselves) is a PR challenge
at both local and national levels. The activities of our local group reflect those we be-
lieve are best done locally:

Getting PR/marketing messages across locally (eg in the local press and by
attending local shows); maintaining a website and printed local directory of
the products/services our members offer.

Liaising with local organisations and working in partnership with them;

Securing grants from local sources;

Providing a networking forum between workers who would otherwise be
very isolated, and encouraging symbiosis between them: eg swapping materi-
al of use to different specialists;

Providing accessible education, training and work experience relevant to lo-
cal conditions.

A major project supported by grant aid from Liveability has been the building from
local materials of a “Living Classroom” within an area of hazel coppice with standards
made available to us by the Forestry Commission. This was formally opened by HRH
the Princess Royal in 2006 and is a resource where school parties or the general public
can come to see woodsmen in action and where our members can run courses to pass
on their skills to others.

To complement local activities, things that could perhaps be done helpfully at nation-
al level include:



Getting PR messages across nationally and representing our thinking in dia-
logues with national organisations;

Securing grants at national level and negotiating deals (eg on insurance) with
combined purchasing power;

Producing publications having more than local relevance;

Overseeing qualifications/standards if they are widely relevant;

Cross fertilising between groups such as ours so that: experience can be
shared; initiatives that work can be replicated; and all can learn from each
others’ mistakes without repeating them.

We need a voice to put the case for small and gentle woodland management as a real-
istic alternative (in the right context) to “big forestry”. It is essential to maintain a dia-
logue with conservation bodies, discouraging them from thinking that they have
recently invented coppicing as a tool for bio diversity and that earning money is sor-
did!

We want woodlands to be well looked after, not butchered. Further down the supply
chain, products made to a good standard of craftsmanship enhance our reputation and
help us. Shoddy workmanship damages us all. Even imported products of low quality
can damage us by association and by (apparently!) cheap competition:  in recent years
there have been bulk imports of “wattle hurdles” from Eastern Europe, factory made
to a very poor standard that is not always obvious to unwary purchasers. So mainte-
nance of standards is important to us. But at the local level, a cowboy business will
rapidly fail. The products of local individuals or small businesses, and their local rep-
utations, speak louder than any paper qualifications or membership of any “guild”.
There may be contexts where a guild of professional craftsmen can confer advantages
(and responsibilities) on its members, but any attempt at developing “closed shops” is
unlikely to succeed and could be unhelpful, notably to part timers.

With regard to the possible structure of an NFCW, we are not starting with a clean
sheet and no existing organisations. We could envisage an “umbrella body” to which
groups like the Dorset Coppice Group (and perhaps non-regional bodies like those al-
ready representing specialist crafts?) would affiliate. A coppice worker in Dorset
would therefore typically join us, as now, and become part of NFCW though our col-
lective affiliation. There could be a need for an individual membership too, perhaps to
cover lone enthusiasts in parts of the country not covered by a regional group. One
would hope that the Federation would not concentrate on events like conferences and



AGMs at an HQ location, but move them around to even out travelling costs. It would
probably have some board/committee comprising the chairmen or representatives
from all the affiliated bodies, meeting periodically (once or twice annually?)  The  lo-
gistical costs would not be trivial: the best rep for Cornwall could well be someone
running a small struggling business!

If NFCW were to be  an entirely new organisation, we trust that it would complement
our activities, rather than competing with them.

Whatever the structure, an appropriate level of subscription can only be considered
when it is clear exactly what NFCW will plan to do. Individuals, or groups like ours,
will join it only if they consider that it represents value for their businesses and the
woodlands for which they care.

To summarise, we support the concept of an NFCW in principle, and hope the views
above will be helpful in considering it further.

Pete Moors   Chairman, Dorset Coppice Group

Editors Whispers
I will start with an introduction, my name is Paul Brayshaw, I have been a
member for two years now, helping out on workdays at Bonsley and attending
some of the shows with the group.  I only work with wood as a part time hob-
by and interest, mainly turning and spoon carving.

I hope you like the new look newsletter, this your newsletter, it can only grow
and be of interest to members if we all contribute, articles, news, and ideas.  I
hope to produce a newsletter for each season: Winter, Spring, Summer and
Autumn.

With the current group funding as minimal, we as a group need to find ways
to raise funds.  One idea is to produce a couple of small publications that
members could contribute to see Pete and Jill Snelsons article.  I thought we
could have a recipe page in the newsletter, that we could use to produce a
small booklet for sale at events.  Please send in your favourite woodland /
country recipes.  Bread, Jams, Pickles, wild garlic pizzas just a few ideas.

Courses are another income stream for the group, could you run a course at
Bonsley, and teach others the skills you have,  contact Mandy Joyce.

Please contact me on 01202 603245 or Email paul@pbrayshaw.co.uk



It’s always a daunting prospect, joining a new group. I joined a community choir
a long time ago, with some grave reservations. I worried about people being pat-
ronising or snobbish or whether they had some terrible initiation ceremony in-
volving blindfolds and paintbrushes. They turned out to be very friendly and it
seemed there was nothing more sinister than the young dancing teacher who
would turn up from time to time and make us do Greek circle dancing. Now,
although some people might consider this to be worst than the thing with the
paintbrushes, I actually made some very good friends in that choir and I still sing
with some of them. It was a big part of my life for thirteen years until I left in
2007 due to complete misunderstanding over an incident with a duster. But
that’s another story. The point is that, you never know what you are letting your-
self into.

I used sell small carvings for a pittance, in a craft market in Tavistock, many
years ago and that was fine. Market people are very sociable once you get to
know them, and we would often help eah other out if we had to leave our table or
needed change. But later I was invited to join a smaller group in a large clothing
store on the road to Plymouth. The group was part of a “living history” feature
where the store had a sort museum to show it’s humble origins. We were demon-
strating our crafts and selling our work, like a theme park. It was all very cosy to
start off with but eventually jealousy crept in and some people started bitching
about the others. Then people started copying each other’s more successful
products, and then the store itself began to bring in cheap foreign copies of the
things we were selling.

I left after that, but I heard that the store began to charge them rent and that
there were claims of unfair treatment. It was not a good group to be in.
So, how do my experiences compare with being in the Coppice group for a year?
Well, there have been no signs of paintbrushes or circle dancing so far, I haven’t
heard anyone “bitching” yet, and no one has tried to copy my Hare spoons, so
it’s looking quite good at the moment. Everyone has been very friendly and there
is a great feeling of working together, especially where the trailer is concerned. I
have helped to take down the marquee and hitch up the trailer a few times, and if
ever there was a thing designed to ensure group cooperation, that trailer is it.

To be continued…

Joining In
 by Mark Vivian Penney



Yandles Wood Working Show 9 - 10th April
Stock Gaylard Oak Fair 28th August

Stur. Newton Cheese Festival 11 - 12th September

Hurdle making 5th December 2009
Wood Carving 5th December 2009

General Coppicing 19th December 2009
Wood Carving 16th January
Hedge Laying 23rd January

General Coppicing 30th January
Hurdle making, 13th February
Wood Carving 13th February
Hedge Laying 13th February

Furniture making 13 & 14th March
Wood Carving 20th March
Charcoal making 10th April

Walking Stick Workshop 10th April
Wood Carving 24th April

Wood turning courses by arrangement in Dorchester
contact Mike Woodbridge 01305 269879

21st November 2009 19th December 2009
9th January 2010  30th January 2010

13th February 2010 27th February 2010
20th March 2010

(Please try and make time to help get the work done this year, with one
block to harvest and another to clear, many hands make light work)

I think we need to come up with a new catchy name for our quarterly
newsletter, I have tried this issue with my suggestion of ‘Woodland Whis-

pers’ I would really like to hear your suggestions.

I would like to make you aware that ‘Living Woods’ magazine has funded
the postage of this edition of your newsletter, so please find time to look at
the included flyer.  If you know of any other business that would be pre-

pared to fund subsequent editions please let me know.


